OLIBOARD ePEN

INTERACTIVE WHITEBOARDS WITH ELECTRONIC PEN FOR WRITING LIKE ON PAPER

- natural writing without unintentional touches
- two simultaneous users each with their own control panel
- ergonomic easy-to-use electronic pens
- models with 95” (16:9) and 78” (4:3) diagonal

OLIBOARD SW

WHEN USING THE INTERACTIVE WHITEBOARD FOR BUSINESS MEETINGS AND ORGANISING/RUNNING TRAINING ROOM COURSES

OPERATION

- Drawings and digital annotations can be added to the screens of other applications and on other platforms
- Unlimited virtual whiteboard space allows multi-level, multi-page meeting and lesson structuring
- Virtual writing and drawing tools
- Special display and highlighting tools (pull-downs, spotlights, etc.)

USER MANAGEMENT AND CUSTOMISATIONS

- Graphics interface customisation: ad-hoc menu configuration and positioning, displaying full set of functions or only the most essential
- Multi-user management with computer sharing by different users conserving the ad-hoc customisations and libraries of each user (access via username and password)

DIGITAL LIBRARIES AND EXTERNAL RESOURCES

- Digital component libraries can be created and managed on a variety of subjects (a set of standard libraries is included with the software for the most common uses)
- Any object on the whiteboard can be linked to external resources to provide high-level detail, including video and audio, using hyperlinks

SHARING

- Contents on the whiteboard can be saved in the most frequently-used digital formats
- Reference documentation, in original format, can be attached to files saved
- Digital contents can be imported and exported
- Remote sharing of whiteboard using most popular video-conferencing and collaboration platforms

SPECIALISED TOOLS

- Instant importation of images from external devices (visualizers, webcams, scanners)
- Videos and video-clip recordings of operating sequences (including audio)
- Object management of whiteboard elements, with rotation, mirroring, resizing and audio-video playback functions, etc.
- Definition of mathematical functions and formulae entry
- Geometric drawing tools with automatic recognition of outlined forms
- Handwritten text recognition

In work meetings, cooperation and productivity grows
During training, higher levels of participation and motivation
OLIBOARD

OLIBOARD puts the most advanced technologies at the service of businesses, institutions and organisations aimed at stimulating active participation, sharing and motivation during teamwork and training activities.

OLIBOARD interactive whiteboards and software solutions are the ideal instrument for work meetings allowing ideas, objectives and planning to be shared and developed, and the up-to-date digital documentation to be immediately provided to participants on material discussed. The OLIBOARD technology is particularly suitable for rendering training courses more efficient and interactive, with the possibility of integrating real-time observations, sharing individual and group work, and enriching discussions with more detailed reference material in digital format.

COLLABORATION SOLUTIONS

- Increases productivity of meetings
- Heightens creativity
- Allows digital annotations to be added to screen pages of any application
- Allows a digital copy of discussion material to be supplied on-the-spot to meeting participants
- Supports all videoconferencing and collaboration platforms

In a world where remote communications and the platforms for content and information sharing over networks are rapidly evolving, the adoption of interactive tools integrable with the latest digital platforms has become an indispensable necessity in order to promote more dynamic, productive and efficient teamwork.

The wide interactive surface of the OLIBOARD digital whiteboards amplifies group creativity, encouraging discussion, increasing motivation and allowing more precise clarification of strategies, with the active involvement of participants in shared objectives.

The whiteboard itself can be remotely shared with the most popular collaboration and remote control platforms. External digital resources can be instantly shared on the OLIBOARD, and any PC application becomes a tool that can be shared by all participants, used on the whiteboard together with the OLIBOARD-supplied tools.

TRAINING SOLUTIONS

To respond to the training needs of companies, whether for their own internal staff or partners and customers, eLearning platforms require to be used also in training room for customizing courses to the particular characteristics of each environment.

OLIBOARD interactive whiteboards represent the ideal solution for today’s training courses. Their large, interactive surfaces allow digital mode writing, while the software provided enables lesson structuring, object management of written and displayed elements, and annotations to be made to any application screen running on the computer so permitting greater levels of detail. With OLIBOARD the educator can instantly switch from an overall to a detailed view, maintaining a high degree of student concentration on both general context and specific details. The OLIBOARD solution is intuitive and immediately operative, providing different working modes that can be chosen on the basis of individual preferences or conveniences.

- Encourages active participation
- Facilitates collaboration and sharing
- Allows lessons to be developed around digital resources
- Allows digital annotations to be added to any application screen
- Offers a vast range of intuitive immediately-usable tools for writing on the whiteboard